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outdoor

horse

grass

person

“person riding a 

horse in a field” 

“we have a good 

time in the 

party…”



• Vision to language
• Image captioning

• Video captioning & commenting

5
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Sasha Obama Malia Obama Michelle Obama Peng 
Liyuan Forbidden City https://www.captionbot.ai/

https://www.captionbot.ai/
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languagevision



• Image and video captioning
• caption = object localization/recognition + object relationship + language

• nouns (objects, people, scenes)

• adjectives (attributes)

• verbs (actions)

• prepositions (relationships) 

10
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visual model

tr
a
n
sf

o
rm

a
ti
o

n

“a dog leaps 

a Frisbee on 

the grass”

dog

leaps
frisbee

grass

embedding
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visual model

tr
a
n
sf

o
rm

a
ti
o

n

“a dog leaps 

a Frisbee on 

the grass”

dog

leaps
frisbee

grass

embedding

AlexNet

[A. Krizhevsky, 

2012]

Inception

[C. Szegedy, 

2014]

VGG

[K. Simonyan, 

2015]

ResNet

[K. He, 2015]

Inception-

ResNet

[C Szegedy, 2016]

Convolutional Neural Networks
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visual model

tr
a
n
sf

o
rm

a
ti
o

n

“a dog leaps 

a Frisbee on 

the grass”

dog

leaps
frisbee

grass

embedding

Recurrent Neural Networks

classification captioning translation 

(seq-2-seq)

generative model
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Farhadi, ECCV10
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Socher, NIPS14 Karpahty, 

CVPR15

… …

Image Embedding:

Learning visual representation by CNN

“a dog jumping 

over a hurdle”

Sentence Embedding:

BoW, N-gram Models, Recursive 

Tensor Neural Networks…

X

 

 

score
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Fang, CVPR15

Image word detection (s-v-o)

Language generation (maximum entropy)

Semantic re-ranking (deep embedding)
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…

…

#start a dog frisbee

… …

Learning visual representation by CNN LSTM

LSTM

LSTM

LSTM

LSTM

LSTM

LSTM

LSTM…

…

a

softmax

dog

softmax

leaps

softmax

#end

softmax

[1, 0, 0… 0] [0, 1, 0, …, 0] [0, 0, 1, …, 0] [0, 1, 0, …, 0]

CNN Rep.

Attributes

Attention

Region [Karpathy & Fei-Fei, CVPR15]

[Xu, ICML15; You, CVPR16]

[Wu, CVPR16; Pan, 2016]

[Vinyals, CVPR15; Chen, 
CVPR15; Mao, ICLR15]

LSTM-Encoder [Sutskever, NIPS14]

* Note that this figure only shows prediction process.
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Attributes:

[bananas: 1] [market: 
0.99] [table: 0.51] 
[people: 0.43]



Visual Attention

19Xu, et al. “Show, Attend and Tell: Neural Image Caption Generation with Visual Attention,” ICML 2015.
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Visual Attributes

guitar

piano

bananas

bananas

piano
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…

…

𝒘𝟎

𝒘𝟏

𝒘𝟏

𝒘𝟐

𝒘𝑵−𝟏

𝒘𝑵

…LSTM LSTM LSTM LSTM

[dog: 0.95]

[frisbee: 0.83]

[outdoor: 0.82]

[grass: 0.81]

[leap: 0.45]

AttributesVisual Attributes by MIL

Visual representation by DCNN



Leaderboard
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http://mscoco.org/dataset/#captions-leaderboard
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Attributes

dog

Generated Sentences

a dog 

Ground Truth

Attributes

bananas

Generated Sentences

bananas

Ground Truth

Attributes

plane

red

Generated Sentences

a red and white 

Ground Truth



Semantic Attention Attributes
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RNN ...

CNN

attention

wave
riding
man

surfboard
ocean
water
surfer
surfing
person
board

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

surfboard

wave

surfing

ht

pt

xt

v

{Ai}

Yt~

 

 

RNN

Image

CNN

AttrDet 1

AttrDet 2

AttrDet 3

AttrDet N


t = 0

Word

You, et al. “Image Captioning with Semantic Attention,” CVPR 2016.
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Word tagging

Celebrity

Landmark

Language Model

Confidence 

Model

DSSMFeatures vector

A small boat in Ha Long 

Bay

This image contains: water, 

boat, lake, mountain, etc.

low

high

Caption engine
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“Sasha Obama, Malia Obama, Michelle Obama, Peng Liyuan et al. posing for a 
picture with Forbidden City in the background.” [Xiaodong He, 2016]
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there is a black motorcycle sitting 

in front of a small amount of cars

someone is holding a hole 

in the background 

a close up of a pair of scissors 

with his hand 

a man wearing a helmet is racing 

a flock of birds flying over the rock 

of water on a cliff 

LSTM-E: a man is riding a motorcycle

Video-to-sentence: Image-to-sentence (keyframe-based): http://deeplearning.cs.toronto.edu/i2t

http://deeplearning.cs.toronto.edu/i2t
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tu3jMxCJPMw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tu3jMxCJPMw
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frames

clip

2D CNN (AlexNet, GoogleNet, VGG, ResNet)

… …

Convolutional 3D

… …

video

(A) Input 

visual feature 

at the first 

time 𝐱𝟎

(B) Input 

visual feature 

at each time

…

…

…

…

[1, 0, 0… 0]

#start

a

LSTM

LSTM

softmax

[0, 1, 0, …, 0]

a

dog

LSTM

LSTM

softmax

[0, 0, 1, …, 0]

dog

leaps

LSTM

LSTM

softmax

[0, 1, 0, …, 0]

frisbee

#end

LSTM

LSTM

softmax

encoder

pooling

(mean)

attention

(hard/soft)

LSTM-

encoder

(seq-seq)

• UC Berkeley [Donahue, CVPR’15]: CRF + LSTM encoder-decoder + LSTM (A/B)

• UdeM [Yao, ICCV’15]: (GoogleNet + 3D CNN) + Soft-Attention + LSTM (B)

• UT Austin [Venugopalan, ICCV’15]: (VGG + Optical Flow) + LSTM Encoder-Decoder + LSTM (A)

• UT Austin [Venugopalan, NAACL-HLT’15]: AlexNet + Mean Pooling + LSTM (B)

• MSRA [Pan, LSTM-E, CVPR’16]: (VGG + 3D CNN) + Mean Pooling + Relevance Embedding + LSTM (A)
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• relevance

• coherence

35

LSTM: a man is playing a guitar

LSTM-E: a man is playing a piano

LSTM: a man is dancing

LSTM-E: a group of people are dancing



“a man is riding a motorcycle”

input video

input 

sentence

 

relevance coherence
36

frames

clip

2D CNN

Conv 3D (C3D)

spatio-temporal

descriptor  

…

…

𝒘𝟎

𝒘𝟏

𝒘𝟏

𝒘𝟐

𝒘𝑵−𝟏

𝒘𝑵

…LSTM LSTM LSTM LSTM

[1, 0, 0… 0] [0, 0, 1, …, 0][0, 1, 0, …, 0]

𝑬𝒔 = −

𝒕=𝟏

𝑵𝒔

log𝑷𝒓𝒕(𝒘𝒕)coherence loss:
sequence learning

multi-view embedding 𝑬𝒆 =    −    𝟐
𝟐relevance loss:

joint learning: relevance + coherence (Es + Ee)



MSR Video Description Corpus

37

1. a man is petting a dog

2. a man is petting a tied up dog

3. a man pets a dog

4. a man is showing his dog to the camera

5. a boy is trying to see something to a dog

1. a man is playing the guitar

2. a men is playing instrument

3. a man plays a guitar

4. a man is singing and playing guitar

5. the boy played his guitar

1. a kitten is playing with his toy

2. a cat is playing on the floor

3. a kitten plays with a toy

4. a cat is playing

5. a cat tries to get a ball

1. a man is singing on stage

2. a man is singing into a microphone

3. a man sings into a microphone

4. a singer sings

5. the man sang on stage into the 

microphone

http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/downloads/38cf15fd-b8df-477e-a4e4-a4680caa75af/
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Model Team Subject% Verb% Object%

FGM UT Austin, COLING (2014/08) 76.42 21.34 12.39

CRF SUNY-Buffalo, AAAI (2015/01) 77.16 22.54 9.25

CCA Stanford, CVPR (2010/06) 77.16 21.04 10.99

JEM SUNY-Buffalo, AAAI (2015/01) 78.25 24.45 11.95

LSTM UC Berkeley, NAACL (2014/12) 71.19 19.40 9.70

LSTM-E MSRA, arxiv (2015/05) 80.45 29.85 13.88

Model Team METEOR% BLEU@4%

LSTM UC Berkeley, NAACL (2014/12) 26.9 31.2

SA UdeM, arxiv (2015/02) 29.6 42.2

S2VT UC Berkeley, arxiv (2015/05) 29.8 --

LSTM-E MSR Asia, CVPR 2016 31.0 45.3

H-RNN Baidu, CVPR 2016 32.6 49.9

HRNE UTS, CVPR 2016 33.1 43.8

GRU-RCN UdeM, ICLR 2016 31.6 43.3



Dataset Organizer Context Source #Video #Clip #Sentence #Word Vocabulary Duration (hr)

YouCook SUNY Buffalo Cooking Labeled 88 - 2,668 42,457 2,711 2.3

TACos MP Institute cooking Labeled 123 7,206 18,227 - - -

TACos M-L MP Institute cooking Labeled 185 14,105 52,593 - - -

M-VAD UdeM movie DVS 92 48,986 55,905 519,933 18,269 84.6

MPII MP Institute movie DVS+Script 94 68,337 68,375 653,467 24,549 73.6

MSVD MSR multi-category AMT workers - 1,970 70,028 607,339 13,010 5.3

MSR-VTT (10K) MSRA 20 categories AMT workers 5,942 10,000 200,000 1,535,917 28,528 38.7

MSR-VTT (20K) MSRA 20 categories AMT workers 14,768 20,000 400,000 4,284,032 49,436 87.8

1. A black and white horse runs around.

2. A horse galloping through an open field.

3. A horse is running around in green lush 

grass.

4. There is a horse running on the grassland.

5. A horse is riding in the grass.

1. A woman giving speech on news channel.

2. Hillary Clinton gives a speech.

3. Hillary Clinton is making a speech at the 

conference of mayors.

4. A woman is giving a speech on stage.

5. A lady speak some news on TV.

1. A child is cooking in the kitchen.

2. A girl is putting her finger into a plastic 

cup containing an egg.

3. Children boil water and get egg whites 

ready.

4. People make food in a kitchen.

5. A group of people are making food in a 

kitchen.

1. A player is putting the basketball into the 

post from distance.

2. The player makes a three-pointer.

3. People are playing basketball.

4. A 3 point shot by someone in a basketball 

race.

5. A basketball team is playing in front of 

speculators.

Baselines

MP-LSTM 

(VGG, AlexNet)

MP-LSTM

(C3D + VGG)

SA-LSTM

(VGG, AlexNet)

SA-LSTM

(C3D + VGG)

LSTM-E



Microsoft Video to
Language Challenge

43
17

2

2

2
2

1 1

2 1 1 1China

US

Finland

Japan

Taiwan

Korea

Portugal

Israel

Australia

Greece

Canada

India

http://ms-multimedia-challenge.com/
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Team [6] shows performance improve by ResNet, data 

augmentation and dense trajectory.  

Team [3] shows performance gain by audio and category 

information.



• Video commenting

43
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RNNRNN RNN

#start

motivated

motivated

me

…

…

… RNN

skateboarding

#end

Output comments:

• It is amazing!

• Haha haha lol.

• Wow sooo cool!

• hahaha this is 

awesome!

• This is so good.

• OMG!
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• Deep Two-view Embedding (DE-VT)

• Deep Three-view Embedding (DE-VST)

Approach mAP@1 mAP@2 mAP@3 mAP@4 mAP@5

RS 0.259 0.244 0.219 0.203 0.191

CCA-VT 0.458 0.421 0.399 0.389 0.382

CCA-VST 0.501 0.465 0.439 0.429 0.419

DE-VT 0.504 0.469 0.447 0.433 0.422

DE-VST 0.549 0.513 0.486 0.471 0.459

“Haha so cute 

and funny at the 

same time”

“Glad she is 

better. So cute”

“Such outstanding piano 

pieces and you play them 

sublimely :)”

“Amazing. I was listening to 

this while studying!”



Test video: Top-K similar videos:

* 不止漂亮 0.522

Not just beautiful

* 你好漂亮 0.497589

You are so beautiful

* 好美, 喜欢看自拍视频的 0.4942

Gorgeous. Love to watch homemade 

video

* 心目中的女神是不整容的 0.4904

Goddess doesn’t need plastic surgery

* 美丽！ 0.4857

Beautiful

* 很漂亮
so beautiful

* 笑容好美
beautiful smile

* 美美美
pretty 

* 哪里出的美女
where did this beautiful lady  

come from

* 好美啊
so beautiful

* 不止漂亮
Not just beautiful

* 好美，喜欢看自拍视频的
Gorgeous. Love to watch 

homemade video

* 有点韩国人的感觉
Looks a bit like Korean

* 闪眼，真美
Catches the eyes, so pretty

* 美美的
Beautiful

* 你好漂亮
You are so beautiful

* 心目中的女神是不整容的
Goddess doesn’t need plastic surgery

* 很好看，没有大浓妆，但很抢眼
Great look, no heavy makeup 

but it catches the eyes

* 女神
Goddess

* 美哒哒
Beautiful

* 五官真好看
Beautiful facial

* 美女耶
Pretty lady

* 你好自恋哦！美女
You are such a narcissist

* 美女
Beautiful lady

* 大众美女脸
Generally beautiful face

* 美丽！
Beautiful

* 美美哒
Beautiful

* 白衬衣美哭了
The white shirt is so pretty

* 太阳女神美美哒
The Goddess of Sun is 

beautiful 

* 美翻了啦
Outrageously beautiful

* 今天吃得好淑女 0.4519

Eating like a lady with great manner

* 吃的越来越干净了 0.4238

Getting better at learning how to eat

* 好想亲下momo的小嘴嘴 0.3901

Want to kiss momo’s little lips

* 吃得吧唧吧唧 0.3600

Eating very enjoyable

* 看看吃饭是一种享受 0.3573

It is enjoyable just to watch 

someone eats

* 今天吃得好淑女
Eating like a lady with great 

manner

* 吃得吧唧吧唧
Eating very enjoyable

* 每天都在变更漂亮
Become prettier every single day

* 不然不容易消化
It will be hard to digest 

* 不要在吃饭的时候教她说话
Don’t teach her talking while eating

* 冉苒妈24小时陪孩子
Ran’s mom stays with her for 24h 

* 看着冉苒每天都在成长进步
Watching 冉苒 grow and progress 

every single day 

* 小宝宝怕冷也怕热，穿的少了舒服
Baby is sensitive to both cold and hot

* 下班回去我带
I will take care of her after work

* 太喜欢冉苒了
Like 冉苒 too much

* 吃的真香
Enjoying the yummy food

* 好享受的样子
It seems so enjoyable 

* 小吃货
Little Foodie

* 包括米粉么？
Does it nclude rice noodles?

* 不像混血, 反而像中國BB

Doesn’t look like MIX but 

a Chinese baby  

* 好喜欢朵朵
Liking 朵朵so much 

* 吃的真文明
Eating with such great 

manner

* 朵朵好会吃饭
朵朵can eat so well

* 干吃面没菜菜啊
Just noodles?  

* 用牛肉汤煮的
Cook it with beef stock

* 吃的越来越干净了
Getting better at learning 

how to eat

* 好想亲下momo的小嘴嘴
Want to kiss momo’s little lips

* 看看吃饭是一种享受
Enjoyable just to watch 

someone eats

* momo吃的好香啊
Momo is enjoying her food   

* 14 months 48



* The eyebrow is pretty 0.5613

* Beautiful 0.5388

* Still looks so pretty 0.5314

* Candy to the eyes 0.5285

* Very beautiful 0.5189

* Such a beautiful daughter 0.4469

* What a cute and beautiful baby 0.4335

* It’s too pretty  0.4274

* Such a beautiful baby 0.4237

* Baby is the most beautiful gift of the 

whole world 0.4181

* Beautiful manicure takes you into 

spring 0.4156

* Bohemian manicure 0.4014

* Will do this manicure next time 0.3654

* Beautiful manicure 0.3626

* How do you call those tools used for 

manicure? 0.3572

* What kind of dog is this? very cute 0.4884

* Is this a dog? 0.4714

* It looks exactly like my dog. Even the way 

they look at you is alike 0.4588

* Your dog is so cute, beautiful lady 0.4573

* Cute puppy 0.4571

* The last one was very harsh 0.3413

* It is red 0.3136

* The last one hurts hatched more 0.2976

* It is all red after been slapped 0.2818

* The last hit hurt me more 0.2813

* Behave so much better than my

Samoyed 0.6156

* This is Samoyed, right? 0.5723

* So cute that I miss my own 

Samoyed 0.5272

* The puppy Samoyed is the 

cutest 0.4863

* I want a Samoyed indeed 0.4768

* Little cutie 0.4643

* The hat is so cute 0.4201

* The eyes are so beautiful. It’s too 

cute and I love it so much 0.4102

* Baby looks so handsome with the 

hat on. So cute 0.3950

* Such a cute little baby 0.3927

* Mr. Guitar is enjoying it too much 0.4779

* Sounds wonderful, hope that I can hear 

the whole version of each song 0.4715

* I am moved by the guitar player 0.4507

* Want to hear the final version 0.4373

* Sounds fantastic when put together 0.4341

* It’s pretty and I love ancient cloth 

too 0.4610

* Beautiful Goddess 0.4395

* Super beautiful 0.4253

* it is beautiful 0.4145

* Beautiful 0.4142

* Such a cute kitty 0.6174

* What kind of cat is this? Too cute 0.6095

* It looks too comfortable and makes me 

want to be a cat too 0.5817

* Is it Garfield? 0.5575

* What cat is this? So cute 0.5537

49



• Video and language alignment

50
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• Datasets and evaluations

52



MSR-VTT

CCV

UCF101

HMDB51

ActivityNet

FCVID

Hollywood

Sports-1M

YouTube-8M

1,000

10,000

100,000

1,000,000

10,000,000

10 100 1,000 10,000

#
E
x
a
m

p
le

#Class

COCO

KBK-1M

Open Images

Visual Genome

Caltech 101

Caltech 256

SUN

ImageNet

ImageNet (ILSVRC)

Pascal

1,000

10,000

100,000

1,000,000

10,000,000

100,000,000

1 10 100 1,000 10,000 100,000

#
E
x
a
m

p
le

#Class
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• That's so cute where 

he's waving the flag

• Poor Baby but it was so 

funny

• he's so cute

• I love baseball

• That’s how to play baseball

• That an amazing play!

• Haha so cute and funny at 

the same time

• Glad she is better. So cute

• Soo awesome and cute

• Such outstanding piano pieces 

and you play them sublimely :)

• Amazing. I was listening to this 

while studying!

• Keep it up that's wonderful!



modified n-gram precision

similar with f-score combining precision and recall with a weight

MSR Video to Language

55

http://ms-multimedia-challenge.com/leaderboard
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• [Captioning]

• [Captioning] 

• [Captioning] 

• [Captioning] 

• [Captioning] 

• [Captioning] 

• [Captioning] 

• [Captioning] 

• [Commenting] 

• [Sentiment] 

• [Alignment] 

• [Alignment] 

• [Dataset] 

• [Dataset] 
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https://github.com/karpathy/neuraltalk https://github.com/karpathy/neuraltalk2

https://github.com/jeffdonahue/caffe/tree/54fa90fa1b38af14a6fca32ed8aa5ead38752a09/examples/coco_caption

https://github.com/LisaAnne/lisa-caffe-public/tree/lstm_video_deploy/examples/LRCN_activity_recognition

https://github.com/kelvinxu/arctic-captions

https://github.com/vsubhashini/caffe/tree/recurrent/examples/s2vt

https://github.com/yaoli/arctic-capgen-vid

58

https://github.com/karpathy/neuraltalk
https://github.com/karpathy/neuraltalk2
https://github.com/jeffdonahue/caffe/tree/54fa90fa1b38af14a6fca32ed8aa5ead38752a09/examples/coco_caption
https://github.com/LisaAnne/lisa-caffe-public/tree/lstm_video_deploy/examples/LRCN_activity_recognition
https://github.com/kelvinxu/arctic-captions
https://github.com/vsubhashini/caffe/tree/recurrent/examples/s2vt
https://github.com/yaoli/arctic-capgen-vid
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Thanks!
tmei@microsoft.com


